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Disclaimer
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This confidential Investor Presentation is made available on the condition that its content is held in strict confidence by you, your directors, officers and employees. Save as expressly permitted 
in writing by BOUTHILLIER CAPITAL INC. (Bouthillier Capital, B-CAP), this confidential Investor Presentation and its content must not be photocopied, published or reproduced in any other 
electronic or physical form and must not be communicated, disclosed or distributed to any person in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, for any purpose. By receiving this presentation you 
are acknowledging and representing that you are an accredited investor as such term is used under Canadian securities legislation and regulations.

This confidential Investor Presentation is for information purposes only and is not intended to form the basis of any investment decision. It does not constitute an offer or invitation for the sale 
or purchase of any securities, businesses and/or assets or any recommendation or commitment by B-CAP or any other person and neither this confidential Investor Presentation, nor its 
contents nor any other written or oral information made available in connection with this confidential Investor Presentation shall form the basis of any contract. This confidential Investor 
Presentation has been prepared without reference to your particular investment objectives, financial situation, taxation position and particular needs. Each recipient of the reports should make 
investigation as deemed necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies/commodities referred to in such reports (including the merits and risks 
involved).

The views expressed therein are based solely on information available publicly/internal data/other reliable sources believed to be true. This confidential Investor Presentation does not purport 
to be comprehensive or to contain all the information that a recipient may need relating to B-CAP. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given and, so far as is permitted by law 
and no responsibility or liability is accepted by any person, with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the confidential Investor Presentation or its contents or any oral or written 
communication in connection with the confidential Investor Presentation. In particular, but without limitation, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness 
of, and no reliance should be placed on, any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts contained in this confidential Investor Presentation. Information contained therein cannot be the basis 
for any claim, demand or cause of action. These data, reports and information do not constitute scientific publication and do not carry any evidentiary value whatsoever. In giving this 
confidential Investor Presentation, B-CAP does not undertake any obligation to provide any additional information or to update this confidential Investor Presentation or any additional 
information or to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent.

This confidential Investor Presentation contains projections, forecasts and other predictive statements which represent Bouthillier Capital’s assumptions and expectations in the light of 
currently available information and statements that are or may be forward looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this confidential Investor 
Presentation may be forward looking statements. These forward looking statements are not guarantees of future financial performance. Such forward looking statements involve known and 
unknown risks and uncertainties that could significantly affect expected results and are based on certain key assumptions. Many factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those 
projected or implied in any forward looking statements. Due to such uncertainties and risks, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward looking statements, which speak 
only as of the date hereof. All subsequent oral or written forward looking statements attributable to B-CAP or any of its directors, officers or employees or any persons acting on their behalf are 
expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statement above. B-CAP disclaims any obligation to update any forward looking or other statements contained herein, except as required 
by applicable law. 

Note: Prices as of COB April 19, 2023.

Source: Bloomberg and B-CAP calculations.



WHO WE ARE

Bouthillier Capital (B-CAP) is registered with the Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) as a 

Portfolio manager and Portfolio manager in derivative products. B-CAP aims to earn competitive 

return for investors, primarily by fostering innovative investment strategies. The firm is especially 

interested in absolute return mandates balancing between asset protection and capital 

enhancement, as well as in atypical investment opportunities exhibiting strong potential return. 

The manager also offers traditional investment solutions to high-net-worth households and 

corporations, always tailored to its clients’ needs.

To select professional clients, the firm offers a bespoke B2B consultancy service in the fields of 

portfolio management and quantitative financial analysis.
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https://b-cap.ca/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bouthillier-capital-b-cap/


What is the GTBT Investment Strategy

GTBT stands for Good Times Bad Times, as in the mandate of the investment strategy:

GENERATING POSITIVE ABSOLUTE RETURN OVER 12 MONTHS IN ANY GIVEN MARKET ENVIRONMENT

Bouthillier Capital (B-CAP)’s flagship portfolio invests long and short in listed liquid financial

instruments, via direct exposure or option strategies. The investment strategy is catalyst-driven, tactical

by nature, capitalizing on both cyclical and secular macro themes throughout global equity, 

commodity, fixed income and currency markets. Furthermore, it also factors in various overlays, such

as investor sentiment and market positioning.

The strategy is unconstrained in terms of geography, size, asset class, net exposure and is, for all those

reasons, benchmark agnostic. It aims for a 1-year volatility in-line with that of the MSCI World and a 

low or even negative correlation with major equity and bond benchmarks.
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What is the GTBT Investment Strategy
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Input into the strategy includes macro trends: position in the cycle, factors, industry-specific metrics

(e.g. demand & supply, pricing), estimates vs potential, fear vs greed, market positioning, corporate

activity and technicals. Within the medium-term framework established, the manager invests where

estimates lag rising/healthy fundamentals, with an interest in overlooked themes/underowned areas.

GTBT is comprised of different sleeves. Each is created with a specific rationale behind it, whose merit

is subject to market vagaries. The weighting and existence of each sleeve is subject to change without

prior notice. Since the launch on March 1st, 2020, only one sleeve was changed.

The strategy does NOT invest in IPOs, nor in companies lacking adequate financial history or 

information on its operations. There is NO use of leveraging except that inherent in options, and 

shorting securities will NOT occur without capping potential losses. GTBT does NOT invest in externally-

managed funds unless a strong case is made for the opportunity and the manager’s unique ability.



Why 
invest 
in GTBT?
G L O B A L  M AC RO
A B S O L U T E - R ET U R N  
S T R AT E GY  
M A NAG E D  BY  B - CA P
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✓Long / Short

✓Opportunistic

✓Unconstrained

✓Macro Framework

✓Adaptable Multi-Strategy

✓Global, Across Major Asset Classes

✓Delivered Strong Returns During Bear 

(MAR20) and Bull (NOV21) Markets

✓Relatively Strong Sharpe Ratio

✓Low/Negative Downside Capture

✓Low/Neg Correlation to TSX, SPX and Bonds



Process: Investment Management
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Position in the Economic Cycle (Top-Down)

Continuous monitoring of macroeconomic data;

Comprehensive analysis of institutional 

economic & strategy research, and trading colour.

Market Anticipation, Reaction and Positioning

Continuous monitoring of price momentum and relative strength;

Knowing which trades are crowded and planning the reversal.

Which Industries are Best Positioned

Analyzing new orders, sales, inventories, producer prices and pricing power.



Process: Investment Management
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Which Styles/Factors are Outperforming

Growth vs Value; Defensives vs Cyclicals; EM vs DM; Large vs Small;

Leverage vs Cash Rich; Momentum; Short Interest.

Strategy

Macro + Market Positioning + Technicals = Asset & Strategy Mix Framework

The prevalence of Hedging and Arbitrage strategies is determined by the manager.

Industries + Factors + Specific Corporate Attributes = Directional Equity Exposure

To be considered: profile overlaps have an impact on the portfolio’s overall net exposure.

The manager may occasionally deploy the strategy through liquid passive ETFs, a market now covering multiple 

asset classes and targeting various characteristics, for a relatively low fee.



Process: Investment Management (old)
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Summary Primary Catalysts Opportunities

CAD Sleeve

Seizing opportunities across  

Canadian public markets: stocks, 

warrants, converts, preferreds, some 

options (if liquidity permits).

- B-CAP strategy framework

- Direct Commodity exposure

- News flow

- Specific correlations, patterns

- Multiple under-researched issuers

- Accessible research network

- Uniquely-innovative industries

- Natural resources

USD D&H

Directional positioning through US-

listed options on stocks or thematic 

ETFs, including major asset classes.

Includes the possibility to hedge.

- B-CAP strategy framework

- Factor investing

- Bottom-up quantitative analysis

- Liquid options market

- Possible to trade options on spreads: 

   2 and 4-leg strategies

- Wide selection of ETFs

USD CC

Selling and managing covered calls 

on stocks, being long either the 

warrant or the convertible preferred 

share of that issuer. Collecting 

premium.

- Quantitative analysis of relative 

   implied volatility and pricing 

   estimates

- Proprietary selection and 

   management parameters

- Large and liquid US markets:

   warrants, convertibles and options

- Warrants are often pricing an implied 

   volatility at a 50%+ discount vs 

   related options



Process: Investment Management (new)
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Summary Primary Catalysts Opportunities

CAD

Seizing opportunities across 

Canadian public markets: stocks, 

warrants, converts, preferreds, some 

options (if liquidity permits).

- B-CAP strategy framework

- Direct Commodity exposure

- News flow

- Specific correlations, patterns

- Multiple under-researched issuers

- Accessible research network

- Uniquely-innovative industries

- Natural resources

USD D&H

Directional positioning through US-

listed options on stocks or thematic 

ETFs, including major asset classes.

Includes the possibility to hedge.

- B-CAP strategy framework

- Factor investing

- Bottom-up quantitative analysis

- Thematic investing

- Liquid options market

- Possible to trade options on spreads: 

   2 and 4-leg strategies

- Wide selection of ETFs

Intl

Investing in the common shares of 

international companies (World excl. 

USA and Canada), allowing for 

occasional more speculative/hedging 

long option positioning.

- B-CAP strategy framework

- Economic growth drivers

- Valuations and specific 

opportunities

- Historical correlations

- Historically large valuation discounts 

to US stock markets

- Decade-long underperformance, 

severe since pandemic; trading 25% 

below its pre-GFC level vs +150% for US 



Process: Risk Management
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Risk Management: Concentration (% of overall NAV) Other Parameters

GTBT Strat

- Max security weight at inception: 4% (2% per warrant)

- Max security weight at month end: 8% (6% per warrant)

- Max covered option potential assignment value: 10%

- Max theme weight at month end: 30%

- Max total naked options weight at month end: 10%

- Min/Max beta-adjusted net exposure at quarter end: 

  [-150% ; +150%]

- No IPO

- No naked short

- Quarterly Financial Statements Req'd

- Liquid options only

- Tgts 3 "positions" per theme (or +)



Process: Risk Management
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Risk Management: Concentration (% of overall NAV) Other Parameters

CAD Sleeve

- Min/Max beta-adjusted net exposure at quarter end: 

  [-150% ; +150%]

- Min 10 "positions"

USD D&H

- Min/Max beta-adjusted net exposure at quarter end: 

  [-150% ; +150%]

- Min 10 "positions"

- Cash held sufficient to close all short Put positions, and 

to represent Min 30% of total potential assignment 

value

- Options spread positions have close orders pending in 

the system since inception, at about 1/4 premium 
 

Intl

- Min/Max beta-adjusted net exposure at quarter end: 

  [+50% ; +150%]

- Min 10 "positions"

- Avoiding elevated sector and geographical 

concentration, promoting diversification across 

determinants.



Process: Implementation and Pricing
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Bouthillier Capital (B-CAP) currently offers the GTBT strategy in segregated accounts.

Custody (free of charge) and trading execution at Interactive Brokers.

Minimum size: C$400,000, for clients with minimum $2.5M in net financial assets.

Degressive management fee schedule:

1.5% on first $1,000,000;

1.2% on subsequent amounts;

1% on TOTAL AUM starting at $5,000,000;

Mgmt fee paid quarterly, established on the average of three previous months’ closing AUM values +tax.

Performance fee:

20% on performance (net of mgmt fee) above 10% per annum (hurdle rate);

High-water mark.

http://www.interactivebrokers.com/


What Next?
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B-CAP does not publicly comment on its historical trading, current positioning and potential targets.

However, it can be said that, based on its thematic approach, the manager currently has a keen interest in 

companies addressing the following ambitions / challenges:

the overarching goal of a net-zero emission economy by 2050 → CleanTech, Energy Storage, Renewables…

select commodities related to electrification → Energy Metals (battery & uranium), Rare Earth Elements…

recession is underway → overweight the ‘needs’ vs the ‘wants’, Housing and Discretionary at risk, beware leverage…

potential conflict escalation, deglobalisation, reshoring, stagflation → Real Assets, Steel-in-the-ground…

potential macro breakage and/or peak inflation → Central Banks heavy hand will turn, duration assets will outperform…

international markets present appealing valuation discounts, some o/w present macro and ‘opportunistic’ tailwinds.

If you have an interest in learning more about B-CAP GTBT investment strategy and are an accredited 

investor, please contact us directly.

Same list as six months ago… we stick to the gameplan

mailto:mbouthillier@b-cap.ca


The views expressed therein are based solely on information available 
publicly/internal data/other reliable sources believed to be true. 
The information provided do not constitute an offer, solicitation for the purchase 
or sale of any financial instruments, inducement, promise, guarantee, warranty, or 
as an official confirmation of any transactions or contract of any kind.
The reports include projections, forecasts and other predictive statements which 
represent Bouthillier Capital’s assumptions and expectations in the light of 
currently available information.
Information contained therein cannot be the basis for any claim, demand or cause 
of action. These data, reports and information do not constitute scientific 
publication and do not carry any evidentiary value whatsoever.
Data may be subject to update and correction without notice.
Each recipient of the reports should make investigation as deemed necessary to 
arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of 
companies/commodities referred to in such reports (including the merits and risks 
involved).

Note: Prices as of COB 19 April 2023.

Source: Bloomberg and B-CAP calculations.

Disclaimer: Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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